Abstract. In this paper we study the local theta correspondences between epipelagic supercupsidal representations of a type I classical dual pair ( G, G ′ ) over p-adic fields. We show that an epipelagic supercupsidal representation π of G lifts to an epipelagic supercupsidal representation π ′ of G ′ if and only if the epipelagic data of π and π ′ are related by the moment maps.
1. Introduction 1.1. Let k be p-adic field with ring of integers o k , prime ideal p k = (̟) and residue field f of odd characteristic p where ̟ is a fixed uniformizer. Let ν : k → Z ∪ { ∞ } denote the valuation map where ν(̟) = 1. We will denote an algebraic variety by a boldface letter, say H. We will denote its E-points by H(E) where E is an extension field of k and we will denote its k points by the corresponding normal letter H.
If G is an algebraic group, then we let g be its Lie algebra or the k points of the Lie algebra, depending on the context. If G = G(k) acts on a set X, then g x will denote g · x for g ∈ G and x ∈ X. In order to simplify the situation, we always assume that p = 2 and sufficiently large compare to the rank of G. Let k ur denote the maximal unramified extension of k. For an reductive algebraic group, we will fix a maximally k-split torus S, a maximally k ur -split torus T which is defined over k and contains S. Since G(k ur ) is always quasi-split, we set Y := Z G (T) to be the fixed Cartan subgroup of G 1.2. We recall the classification of irreducible type I reductive dual pairs. Let D be a k-division algebra with a fixed involution, which is either (i) k, (ii) a quadratic field extension of k, or (iii) the quaternionic division k-algebra. We continue to use ν to denote the unique extension of the valuation ν from k to D. Let o D be the ring of integers of D. Let V be a right D-module with ǫ-Hermitian form , V and G = G(k) = U(V, , V ) be the unitary groups preserving , V . Similar notation applies to G ′ and ǫǫ ′ = −1. The k-vector space W = V ⊗ D V ′ has a natural symplectic form and (G, G ′ ) is an irreducible type I reductive dual pair in Sp := Sp(W ).
Let C 1 denote the norm 1 complex numbers. We will let E be the inverse image of a subgroup E in the metaplectic C 1 -cover Mp of Sp. We fix a unitary non-trivial character ψ : k → C × with conductor p k and consider local theta correspondence θ arising from the oscillator representation of Mp with central character ψ. For general information on theta correspondences, see [6, 9, 24] . In this paper, we will investigate the theta correspondence between epipelagic supercuspidal representations of G and G ′ . In many situations, the roles of G and G ′ are interchangeable. In such cases, we only discuss the situations for G and the extend all notations to G ′ implicitly by adding 'primes'.
1.3. We briefly review some facts about epipelagic supercuspidal representations. See Section 2 and [20] for more details. Let B(G, k) be the (extended) building of G. In the setting of type I dual pairs, G and G ′ have compact centers. Therefore Z(G) ⊆ G x and G x = G [x] for any x ∈ B(G, k) where [x] is the image of x in the reduced building. Following Reeder-Yu [20] , we construct a tamely ramified irreducible supercuspidal representation π Σ of G in Section 3.4 from the data Σ = (x, λ, χ) where (SD1) x ∈ B(G, k) is an epipelagic point of order m where p ∤ m (c.f. Definition 2.2.1), (SD2) λ is a stable vector in g x,− 1 m /g x,− 1 m + and (SD3) χ is a character of the stabilizer S λ of λ in G x /G x,0 + . We call Σ = (x, λ, χ) an epipelagic data of order m for G. The supercuspidal representation π Σ has depth 1 m and it is called an epipelagic supercuspidal representation of G. Since the cover G depends on the dual pair (G, G ′ ), the notation π Σ only makes sense relative to the dual pair (G, G ′ ).
1.4. Let Σ = (x, λ, χ) and Σ ′ = (x ′ , λ ′ , χ ′ ) be epipelagic data of G and G ′ of order m and m ′ respectively. Suppose θ(π Σ ) = π ′ Σ ′ . By [18, 19] , π Σ and π It turned out that the data (x, λ, χ) and (x ′ , λ ′ , χ ′ ) are related by a geometric picture which we now briefly explain.
The points x and x ′ correspond to self dual o D -lattice functions L and L ′ in V and V ′ respectively (c.f. [3, 5, 7, 12] ). The tensor product B = L ⊗ L ′ is a self dual o k -lattice function in W . The quotient X = B − 1 2m
+ is an f-vector space. In (6) we define the moment maps M − :
Our first result is a refinement of special cases of [19] . 
(w) .
Condition (M) imposes severe restriction to the ranks of G and G ′ :
Let (x, λ) and (x ′ , λ ′ ) be parts of data for G and G ′ of order m respectively satisfying (SD1) and (SD2). It turns out that Condition (M), in all but one exceptional case (see Case (E) in Section 8), is a sufficient condition for the epipelagic supercuspidal representation π Σ to lift to an epipelagic supercuspidal representation of G ′ . For the ease of explaining in this introduction, we will omit the exceptional case. Using Condition (M), we will construct a group homomorphism α : S ′ λ ′ → S λ in Lemma 8.1.1. We can now state part of the main 8.1.2. Theorem 1.4.3. Let (G, G ′ ) be an irreducible type I reductive dual pair such that (G, G ′ ) has the form (i)-(v) in Proposition 1.4.2. Let (x, λ) and (x ′ , λ ′ ) be data of G and G ′ respectively of order m satisfying (SD1), (SD2) and Condition (M). Suppose we are not in the exceptional Case (E). Then for every character χ of S λ ,
and χ * is the contragredient of χ. In particular the theta lift is nonzero. 
Epipelagic representations
In this section we review Reeder-Yu's construction of epipelagic supercuspidal representations (c.f. [20] ).
2.1. Let k be a p-adic field as in Section 1.1. Let k ur be the maximal unramified extension of k with residue field f. We let Fr denote the Frobenius element such that Gal(k ur /k) = Gal(f/f) = Fr .
Epipelagic points.
Let G be an algebraic group defined over k. Let E be a tamely ramified extension of k. For x ∈ B(G, k) ⊆ B(G, E), we set up some notation which will be used in the rest of the paper. Let
• G(E) x,r and g(E) x,r be the Moy-Prasad filtrations corresponding to x for r ≥ 0;
is the image of x in the reduced building;
• G(E) x,r := G(E) x,r:r + := G(E) x,r /G(E) x,r + , and • g(E) x,r := g(E) x,r:r + := g(E) x,r /g(E) x,r + .
In order to abbreviate the notations of objects correspond to G = G(k), we let
In order to abbreviate the notations of objects correspond to G(k ur ), we let
The quotient space g x,r is an f-vector space and we denote its dual space Hom f (g x,r , f) byǧ x,r . We have assumed in the introduction that p is large compared to the rank of G. Then by [2, Prop. 4.1] ,ǧ x,r could be identified with g x,−r via an invariant bilinear form on g. Since we are only treating classical groups and p = 2, we will use the trace form defined in Definition 6.1.1 in this paper. The group G x acts onǧ x,r . A vector λ ∈ǧ x,r is called a stable vector if the G x -orbit of λ is a closed subset ofǧ x,r and the stabilizer of λ in G x modulo Z(G) x,0:0 + is a finite group. Let Ψ K be the set of affine T(k ur )-roots. Suppose x ∈ A(S, k) = A(T, K) Fr , i.e. x is in the apartment defined by S. Let r(x) be the smallest positive value in {ψ(x) : By [8] , m is an even integer except when G(k ur ) is split of type A m−1 . In particular m ≥ 2.
2.3. Epipelagic supercuspidal representations. Let x be an epipelagic point of order m so that r(x) = 1 m . We fix an isomorphism of abelian groups c : G x,r(x):r(x) + → g x,r(x):r(x) + . For the classical group, we choose the isomorphism to be the one induced by the Cayley transform c(g)
. Then we get a character
+ represent the unrefined minimal K-type of π as above. We will see in Lemma 7.3.1 later that Γ ∈ g x,− 1 m is a good element and T = Z G (Γ) is a torus. Let T = T(k) and let t = Z g (Γ) be its Lie algebra. Since (x, Γ, ρ) is a tamely ramified supercuspidal data, T /Z(G) is k-anisotropic (or see for example, [10, Proposition 14.5] ). We are considering type I classical dual pairs so Z(G) is anisotropic. Therefore T is k-anisotropic.
+ is another unrefined minimal K-type of π for some y ∈ B(G, k). Now we show that we can move y to x. Since Γ + g x,− 1 m + and Γ y + g y,− 1 m + are minimal K-types of π, they are associates [16] , i.e. there exists a g ∈ G such that (2) g Γ y + g y,−
1 m
is nonempty. Here Γ gy = g Γ y . Now we apply the argument in the proof of [11, Corollary 2.4.8] . By (2) , there are X ′′ ∈ g x,−
1 m + and Y ′′ ∈ g gy,−
1 m (ii) The last assertion of (ii) is [20, Lemma 2.2] . Now we prove the first assertion. Note that λ = Γ + g x,− 1 m
, the two minimal K-types are associates. By the proof in (i) where y = x and Γ y = Γ ′ , we conclude that there exists g ∈ G such that gx = x and gλ ′ = λ. In particular g ∈ G x . Hence λ and λ ′ are in the same
3. Classical reductive dual pairs and local theta correspondence 3.1. Classical groups. In this section, we will define the classical groups which appear in the irreducible dual pairs.
Let D be a division algebra over k with an involution τ in one of the following cases:
Let V be a right D-vector space. Let End D (V ) denote the space of D-linear endomorphisms of V which acts on the left. For ǫ = ±1, let , V : V × V → D be an ǫ-Hermitian sesquilinear form, i.e.
is a classical group and its Lie algebra defined over k. 
It is a symplectic k-vector space with symplectic form , W given by
. Then G and G ′ are mutual centralizers of each other in the symplectic group Sp(W ). We call (G, G ′ ) an irreducible reductive dual pair of type I.
3.3. Lattice model. We recall that ψ : k → C × is an additive unitary character of conductor p k . Let A be a self dual lattice in W (c.f. Definition 4.3.1). The lattice model with respect to A of the oscillator representation ω with central character ψ is defined by
w, a W )f (w) ∀a ∈ A f locally constant, compactly supported .
Let C 1 be the group of norm 1 complex numbers. Let Mp(W ) be the metaplectic C 1 -covering of Sp(W ) which acts on the oscillator representation naturally by its definition. The lattice model with respect to A gives a section ω A : Sp(W ) → Mp(W ) of the natural projection Mp(W ) → Sp(W ) (c.f. [14, 24] 
The splitting ω A does not depend on the choice of the self-dual lattice A. More precisely, we have the following proposition whose proof is given in Appendix C.1.
There is a section
3.4. Epipelagic supercuspidal representations of covering groups. Let Σ = (x, λ, χ) be an epipelagic datum of order m. We retain the notation for the subgroup
and its character ψ λ ⊗ χ in Section 2.3. Since G is a member of a type I dual pair, we recall that G x = G [x] and H x,λ is a subgroup of G x . We will show in 7.1.2 later that G x stabilizes a self-dual lattice A in W . Then Proposition 3.3.1 gives a splitting
be the inclusion map. Under this splitting, G x = G x × C 1 with C 1 acting on the oscillator representation S via χ 1 . Now
is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G which is also denoted by π
We will also call π Σ an epipelagic supercuspidal representation attached to the epipelagic data Σ.
By Proposition 3.3.1 the splitting of G x,0 + is canonically defined for any x ∈ B(G, k). In particular, it still makes sense to talk about positive depth minimal K-types. In addition Proposition 2.3.1 holds if we replace π X (λ, χ) with π G Σ without any modification.
Bruhat-Tits Building and Moy-Prasad groups of classical groups
In this section we recall some known facts about the Bruhat-Tits buildings of classical groups. Our references are [3] [4] [5] .
The norm l is called splittable if there is a D-basis {e
. Let SN (V ) denote the splittable norms on V . In this paper, all norms refer to splittable D-norms.
There is a natural bijection between SN (V ) and Latt
The following theorem is well known and follows directly from the definition of MoyPrasad filtration [16] . .
For the rest of this paper, we will freely interchange the notion of points in a building, D-norms and lattice functions. 
It is easy to see that
The norms l and l ′ also induce a natural norm Hom(l,
In particular, every norm l on V defines a dual norm l
4.3. Self-dual lattice functions. Let V be a space with a non-degenerate sesquilinear form , V .
If l is the norm corresponding to L , then we denote the norm corresponding to L ♯ by l ♯ . If we identify V with V * using the form , V , then the norm l * on V * translates to the norm
In terms of norm, it is equivalent to l ♯ = l (c.f. [3, Prop. 3.3] ) and we say that l is self-dual. Let Latt ♯ V be the set of self-dual lattice functions. Clearly Latt 
We will use this fact freely from now on.
4.4. We recall that k is a p-adic field with p = 2. For a classical group G defined over k, B(G, k) could be identified canonically with the set of (splittable) self-dual norms on V (c.f. [5, 7] ). The following theorem is the cumulation of [5] , [3] , [12] and [7] .
The structure of G L is described in the following lemma. It is well known so we omit its proof. Also see Appendix A
5. Tame base changes and epipelagic points 5.1. Let D be the division k-algebra as in Section 3.1. Let G = U(V, , V ) be a classical group defined over a D-module V with an ǫ-Hermitian sesquilinear form , V . Suppose E is a tamely ramified finite extension of k or K such that G splits. In this section we study the relations between buildings under tamely ramified field extensions.
In all cases, it is standard to construct a E-vector spaceV obtained by certain base change of V so that G(k) ⊆ G(E) are subgroups of GL E (V ). By [7] there is a canonical bijection B(G, k)
Gal(E/k) . The next proposition describes this bijection in terms of splittable norms on V andV .
Gal(E/k) is given by l → l V ⊗ k l E and its inverse map is lV → lV • i V .
(ii) Suppose D is a quadratic extension of k. We fix a field embedding ι ∈ Hom k (D, E) and view D as an subfield of E. LetV = V ⊗ D E and let i V : V →V be given by
Before we give the proof of Proposition 5.1.1, we first recall the uniqueness observation stated in [22 
′ be a bijection such that (i) j is G-equivariant, i.e. j(g · x) = gj(x) for all g ∈ G, and (ii) its restriction to an apartment A is affine. Then j is unique up to the translation by an element in X * (Z(G)
In our cases, Z(G) is anisotropic so the map j is unique.
Proof of Proposition 5.1.1. In the proof below we identify buildings with the correspond set of norms.
Gal(E/k) . We consider the following diagram.
The top row is viewed as the fixed point sets of the involution ♯ on the bottom row. For any l V ∈ B(GL(V )), we set lV = l V ⊗ ν E . By direct computation or applying the main theorem of [7] , one sees that l V → lV is the unique GL(V )-equivariant map for the bottom row which maps self-dual norms to self-dual norms.
By Lemma 5.1.2, we conclude that l V → lV realizes the unique bijection B(G, k)
Gal(E/k) . This proves (i). (ii) We refer to the computation in [4, §1.13] . Let ι 2 be the embedding of D different from ι.
follows by applying a similar argument as in (i) to the following diagram. H) . Part (iii) follows by applying a similar argument as in (i) to the following diagram.
For an o D -lattice function L corresponding to x ∈ B(G, k), we will denote by L E the o E -lattice function inV corresponding to x ∈ B(G, E)
Gal(E/k) in the above proposition. We need the following application of Lemma 5.1.2 in our study of the epipelagic points. 
Z.
Proof. We have
. The lemma follows.
Epipelagic points.
We recall that k ur is the maximal unramified extension of k. Let E be the totally ramified extension of k ur of degree m. We fix a uniformizer ̟ E such that ̟ m E = ̟. Let Gal(E/k ur ) = σ where σ(̟ E ) = ζ̟ E and ζ is a primitive m-th root of unity. Let Fr ∈ Gal(E/k) denote the lift the Frobenius automorphism in Gal(k ur /k) such that Fr(̟ E ) = ̟ E . Now Gal(E/k) = Fr, σ .
The group G splits over E [20, §4.1]. We recall that T is a maximally k ur -split torus in G containing S and defined over k.
. The building B(G, k ur ) embeds into B(G, E) as the σ-invariant set and
We set D(E) = D ⊗ k E. We equip D(E) with the tensor product norm of valuations of D and E. Let E and D be the lattice functions defined by their valuations. Then D ⊗ E is the corresponding lattice function on
Z. The Galois group Gal(E/k) acts on V (E) by σ(v ⊗ x) = v ⊗ σ(x) for σ ∈ Gal(E/k), v ∈ V and x ∈ E. For g ∈ G(E) and σ ∈ Gal(E/k), we have σ(g) = σ • g • σ −1 as D(E)-linear automorphism on V (E). In Cases (ii) and (iii), under the decomposition, G(E) acts diagonally on V (E) =V ι 1 ⊕V ι 2 . Extending the notation in Definition 4.1.1, we have . By the classification of hyperspecial points for classical groups,η is in the lattice generated by coroots. Let t : [20, §4] , there are isomorphisms
Let ϑ be the algebraic automorphisms (resp. Frobenius automorphisms) onG andg induced by the σ action on G(E) x 0 ,0 and g(E) x 0 ,0 respectively. Let θ := Ad(t −1 ) • σ • Ad(t) (resp.Fr := Ad(t −1 ) • Fr • Ad(t)) be the automorphisms onG and ong induced by the σ (resp. Fr) action on G(E) x and g(E) x,0 . Letg θ,ζ −j be the ζ −j -eigenspace of θ ong. Then By putting j = −1 in (c), we define ιg
. Then ιg is a bijection between the set of stable vectors for theG θ action ong θ,ζ and the set of stable vectors for the action
. The former was studied by Vinberg [23] and Levy [13] .
6. Moment maps
Using the sesquilinear forms, we identify Ψ :
Definition 6.1.1. 1. We define a non-degenerate G-invariant symmetric k-bilinear
We note that if x ∈ W and Ψ(x) = w, then Ψ ′ (x) = w ⋆ . 3. We define the moment map M :
The proof is a straightforward computation using (3) and the definition of ⋆. We will leave it to the reader.
Gradings. Let L and L
′ be two self-dual lattice functions on V and (5) . Parts (ii) and (iii) are explained in Section 4.3 and Section 4.2 respectively. If x ∈ W and Ψ(x) = w, then Ψ ′ (x) = w ⋆ . This proves (iv). Part (v) follows easily from (iii) and (iv).
6.3. We could view B s , g L ,2s and g ′ L ′ ,2s as schemes over o k . Since ⋆ is o k -linear, the moment maps defined over the generic fiber as in Section 6.1 extends to morphisms between these o k -schemes. The o k -group scheme G L × G ′ L ′ acts on all these objects and the moment maps are equivariant maps.
Let
We get morphisms, as certain quotients of the moment maps over the special fiber,
and g ′ L ′ ,2s . These are the moment maps over the residual field f which we will study later.
Theta correspondences I
7.1. In this section we let (G, G ′ ) be a reductive dual pair in Sp(W ) as in Section 3.2. Let Σ = (x, λ, χ) and
. From now on, we assume θ(π) = π ′ . As discussed in Section 1.4, x and x ′ are both epipelagic points of order m for some m ≥ 2. Let L and L ′ be self dual lattice functions corresponding to x and
+ . We denote the moment maps defined in (6) 
Proof. By [19] there exists (y,
such that M(w) + g y,− :− 1 2m
). In the Case (b), the bilinear forms are defined similarly. ThusG = U(V) (resp.G
which we denote by ϑ and θ respectively. It is compatible with the ϑ and θ actions onG in the sense that for g ∈G we have
We observe the following diagram:
In the above diagram, the G(E) x × G ′ (E) x ′ -equivariant map M on the far right translates to theG ×G ′ -equivariant mapM on the far left. The explicit formula for the mapM is given by exactly the same as that for k with respect to the forms ≪, ≫ V and ≪, ≫ V ′ . We remark that W but equipped with a tensor product form.
7.3. The ranks of G and G ′ . Let r be the rank of g and let P = P (X) be the coefficient of z r in det(z + adX). Then P is an Ad(G)-invariant homogenous rational function on g defined over k such that the set of regular semisimple elements in g is P −1 (A 1 − { 0 }). The following lemma is a consequence of [8, Lemma 13] . with respect to T, i.e. for every root α of G(k) with respect to T(k), dα(γ) is nonzero and ν(dα(γ)) = − 1 m . Proof. Let f (X) = ̟ E Ad(t)(X) and let f be the induced map in the following diagram,
Since λ is a stable vector, f (λ) is a regular semisimple element ing and [P (f (γ))] = 0 ∈ f E . Therefore, P (γ) = 0 and γ is a regular semisimple element in g.
Next we proof that γ is good. Let R(G(k), T(k)) be the set of roots. Let
is regular semisimple ing. This implies that ν(dα(γ)) = − 1 m which proves the lemma.
Proof. By Proposition 7.1.1 there exist w ∈ B − 1 2m
+ are stable vectors. By Lemma 7.3.1, both M(w) and M ′ (w) are regular semisimple elements. Now we show that (i) to (iv) list all possible cases which satisfy the following condition. (8) There is a w ∈ W such that M(w) and M ′ (w) are both regular semisimple.
We may base change to the algebraic closure k so that G and G ′ are split groups. We fix a maximal (split) torus Y and identify its Lie algebra y with A dim y where A is the affine line. We list P | y = α∈Φ(G,Y) dα explicitly when G is one the following groups.
. By the classification of dual pairs, we only have to consider one of the following reductive dual pairs:
We may assume that rank G(k) ≤ rank G ′ (k). Let W and W ′ be the Weyl groups of G and G ′ with respect to Y and Y ′ respectively. By classical invariant theory, we get following diagram:
We remind the readers that in the lemma below all the vector spaces and algebraic groups are defined over k.
Then there is a vector subspace A of W which is stable under the action of Y × Y ′ and such that the following diagram below commutes.
The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix B.1.
The top row of (9) defines an inclusion map
This map is the natural inclusion A rankG ֒→ A rankG ′ which is well known to the experts (for example see [1] ).
Using the bottom row in (9), we have an inclusion y/W ֒→ y ′ /W ′ induced by Υ y . Let P and P ′ be the invariant polynomials for G and G ′ defined before Lemma 7.3.1. Then (8) is equivalent to the following statement:
There is an X ∈ y such that P | y (X) = 0 and P ′ | y ′ (Υ y (X)) = 0.
It follows by inspection that (i) to (v) are all the possible cases. 
Theta correspondences II
are stable vectors.
8.1. We now study the geometry of X and the moment maps which will eventually determine the local theta correspondences. By (C4) λ is a stable vector soλ := ιg −1 λ is a regular semisimple element ing (c.f. Section 5.2). Whenλ ∈g ⊆ End f D(E) (V) is not of full rank, it requires a special treatment. By (C1) and the classification of epipelagic points in [8, 20] , this is exactly in the following situation:
D is a ramified quadratic extension of k, the dual pair (G, G ′ ) is a pair of unitary groups of the same rank n, andλ ∈g has rank n − 1.
We note that S λ is abelian in all our cases so all its irreducible representations are one dimensional characters.
(ii) There is a group homomorphism α : The proof is given in Appendix B.2.
Remark: (1) The homomorphism α induces a map α * :
The definition depends on the choice ofw ∈ X λ,λ ′ . On the other hand, it is well-defined up to conjugation by the proof in Appendix B.2. Hence the map between the Grothendieck groups induced by α * is independent of the choice ofw. (2) In the exceptional Case (E), (iv) will lead to the fact that not all epipelagic representations can occur in this local theta correspondence. The extreme case is the well known fact [15] that not all characters of U(1) occur in the oscillator representation of Mp(2). (i) Suppose we are not in the exceptional case (E). Then
In particular the theta lift is nonzero.
(ii) Suppose we are in the exceptional case (E). Then (10) holds for χ ∈ S λ such that χ| S λ is trivial.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the above theorem. = A/B ♯ . The symplectic form on W induces a non-degenerate f-symplectic form on W and Y is a maximal isotropic subspace in
We have an exact sequence
The proof of following lemma is given in Appendix A. Lemma 8.2.1. The natural quotient P → J has a splitting such that the exact sequence (11) splits as J-modules. We denote the splitting by W = Y ⊕ X. w, a )f (w) for all a ∈ A, the restriction map R X from W to X induces a J-module isomorphism
whose inverse map R −1
X is given by
be any lifts of g and λ respectively. We consider h, γ ∈ Hom k (V, V ). Then
Good lattices correspond to vertices in the building.
for all w ∈ B such that w ≡ x + y (mod B ♯ ) with x + B ♯ ∈ X and y + B ♯ ∈ Y.
, we have (g −1 −1)w ∈ A. Applying Lemma 6.1.2, we have
wherew is the image of
acts by ψ λ . Then it follows from (13) and (12) that
By the decomposition of regular representation of S λ , we have 
Since the left hand side is irreducible and supercuspidal, the above map is an injection. By the smoothness of S (A) we conclude that the left hand side is a discrete component in S (A) and we have a projection map from S (A) to the left hand side. This completes the proof of 8.1.2.
Appendix A. Proofs of Lemma 8.
2.1
We recall ν D = ν(̟ D ). Let ⌈r⌉ denote the largest integer not greater than r ∈ R. We recall the explicit description of an apartment in B(G, k) (c.f. [5, §2.9] and [3, §2-4] ). Let n + be the dimension of a maximally isotropic subspace in V . Let I := I + ⊔ I − ⊔ I 0 where I + = { 1, · · · , n + }, I − = −I + and I 0 is any index set with dim D V − 2n + elements. Then there is a maximally split D-basis { e i : i ∈ I } of V which splits L , i.e. (a) e i is isotropic for i ∈ I + ⊔ I − and e i , e −j = δ i,j for i ∈ I + ; (b) e i is anisotropic and e i , e j = 0 for i ∈ I 0 and i = j ∈ I and (c) there are a i ∈ R such that L r = i∈I e i p 
. This is a more precise statement for Lemma 4.5.1.
We define similar notations for V ′ . We recall B = L ⊗ L ′ . For µ ∈ R, we define
Proof of Lemma 8.2.1. Let µ = 1 2m
∈ Jump(B). Then µ (resp. −µ) is the minimal positive (resp. maximal negative) element in Jump(B). Let X ′ = X −µ /X −µ p k . Since m ≥ 2, 2µ < 1 and µ < ν D . Hence X −µ ֒→ B −µ induces an embedding
L ′ ,µ + = P which splits P → J. Note that X µ /X µ p k = Y ⊆ W and X ′ → W → X is the natural J-module isomorphism via the splitting. We get a decomposition W = X ′ ⊕Y as J-modules under the above chosen splitting J → P.
Appendix B. Matrix calculations B.1. We will construct an A defined over an algebraically closed field k which satisfies Lemma 7.3.3. The lemma and the proof below is valid for any field extension provided (G, G ′ ) is an irreducible dual pair such that G and G ′ are both split. There are only several cases.
(G, G
′ ) = (GL(n), GL(n ′ )) with n ≤ n ′ . We can identify (a) W = Mat n,n ′ ⊕ Mat n,n ′ , (b) (x, y) ⋄ = (y, −x) for (x, y) ∈ W , (c) M(x, y) = xy ⊤ ∈ GL(n) and (d) M(x, y) = y ⊤ x ∈ GL(n ′ ). We set A = w = ( a 0 , b 0 ) a = diag(a 1 , · · · , a n ), b = diag(b 1 , · · · , b n ), with a i , b i ∈ k .
For any w ∈ A , M(w) = ab and M ′ (w) = ab 0 0 0 . Hence A satisfies Lemma 7.3.3. This proves the lemma.
Let x ∈ B(G, k). We pick any x ′ ∈ B(G ′ , k) and let L and L ′ be the lattice functions corresponding to x and x ′ respectively. Let B = L ⊗ L ′ be the tensor product lattice function and A be any self-dual lattice such that B 0 + ⊆ A ⊆ B 0 . We have G x,0 + stabilizes A, i.e. G x,0 + ⊆ Sp A (see also [19, §3.3.2] ). As a corollary of Lemma C.1.1 and Proposition 3.3.1, the lattice models give a canonical splitting ω 0 :
